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I use Japanese for Android by Renzo Inc with Google Japanese Handwriting input. level 2. [deleted] 4 points Â· 3 years
ago. I use the Weblio dictionary. level 1.

If you already know the basic sentence structure of Japanese and are just looking to learn thousands of new
words to add to your vocabulary, this app is perfect for you. Kanji is provided with furigana, and definitions
come with example sentences. FluentU takes real-world videosâ€”like music videos, movie trailers, news and
inspiring talksâ€”and turns them into personalized language learning lessons. This dictionary is incredibly vast
and has sections not only for learners, but also for fluent speakers. Each kanji character is broken down by its
radical, difficulty, JLPT appearance, stroke count and animated stroke order. Its powerful kanji tools can be
used for study, and the fact that it works offline will prove to be extremely helpful. Fear not, Yomiwa is just
the app you need to read anything in Japanese. Dictionary entries are drawn from and attached to these videos.
Safari, Mail, Messages, etc. Find that complex kanji quickly thanks to the "Tomoe" handwriting database! Did
I mention that this app is child-friendly as in great for beginners? When a entry is learned in a deck, the entry
remembers it's been learned and doesn't show up as often as a non-learned entry. Tap the sentence for further
information: including each word in the sentence's definition and reading. Imi plans to release more features in
the future that include quizzes and mini games, and the ability to sync study collections across multiple
devices. Akebi Japanese Dictionary Android This app is a great all-around dictionary. Each word is
accompanied by audio pronunciation and example sentences. Using this, you can find extremely specific
words without a lot of Japanese knowledge. Words that don't fit this will be filtered out. Imi Android Imi is
another brilliant dictionary that allows you to search for vocabulary using kanji, kana or romaji. Akebi allows
you to use character masks to filter out thousands of words from a large Japanese Dictionary. If you're looking
for even more Japanese dictionaries than I've listed here, I have a few more quick recommendations for you.
Finding a phone app and downloading it takes but a few seconds, but how do you know if your dictionary
lives up to expectations when you need it most? How to optimize your memory to make Japanese words and
structures stick. Offline access. Though intended for native speakers of Japanese, the Japanese-English
dictionary includes a great deal of detail not usually included in English-Japanese dictionaries that Japanese
learners can benefit from. February 25, jdeck I rarely take the time to review apps, but this is been an amazing
resource for me as I learn Japanese February 24, Jean-Marc Giffin A great dictionary that has been around for
a long time. Akebi is designed to allow fast searching, and as such, the word can be specified by last letter,
first letter or any letter in between. The product is never that great. By tapping a new word, users can hear
native pronunciation. Luckily for anyone who has been in the same boat, times are changing and now you can
easily fit your travel guides, maps, bus schedules and tickets, phrase books and dictionaries into a few small
apps on your phone. In my experience, when editing a list, it is too easy to accidentally delete it, so I would
suggest the adition of a confirmation pop-up. The ability to look up words using voice-to-text. February 23, 
The Android version does have some bugs in it, though, that keep it fun getting top marks. Some of the
features include: - Word lists These allow you to add any word you're searching for to a list with just one
press. It's got basic kana, a massive section on Kanji, and a section on radicals. But it's a great example of how
people play with language and it can motivate you to try playing around with language yourself.


